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Students should be able to: 
- apply and discuss the principles underpinning 

encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism, for 
example:

- visibility (public, private and protected) ; and
- overloading and overriding methods;

Course Content

The four fundamental OOP concepts  are inheritance, 
encapsulation, polymorphism, and abstraction.

Inheritance
Terms:   super class – sub class,    base class – derived 
class, parent class – child class

Inheritance is the term used to describe a class that is 
derived from another class. Inheritance defines an is-a 
relationship between a superclass and its subclasses. This 
means that an object of a subclass can be used wherever 
an object of the superclass can be used. The classes differ 
in some respects but share enough functionality to make 
it efficient to put the commonality into the super class and 
derive the sub class from it for differences.  The methods of 
the base and derived class are available for any instance of 
the derived class.

Note: Java and C# support single class inheritance only. 
Therefore, you can specify only one base class to inherit 
from. However, it does allow multiple interface inheritance 
e.g. Comparable used for sorting of arrays and Serializable 
used in Input/Output (IO) object files

Benefits of Inheritance
- re-usability of code in the base class
- testing required only for the differences within the 
derived class 

Overloading enables the programmer to use the same 

name for several methods, with only the passed arguments 
changed. A common example of this is the constructors of 
a class. 

Overloading applies to super and sub classes also. The sub 
class can define a method with the same name as one in 
its super class ( with differences in the arguments). Objects 
from the sub class have access to the methods from both 
classes. Overloading passes through the hierarchy of the 
inherited classes.

Overriding is the ability to modify the super class’s 
behaviour in the sub class. A method of the same name 
and signature as a super method can be written, with 
modifications, in the sub class and will be invoked by an 
object of that type.  This is implicit in Java and C# although 
C# suggests that the ‘new’ keyword be applied to the 
modified method. The method in the super class can be 
invoked by the use of a keyword (e.g.  in  c# - base.toString()  
and  in  java  -  super.toString() 

Introduction to Object Oriented Development
Part iv – OBJECTS

Learning Outcomes
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modifications, in the sub class and will be invoked by an object of that type.  This is 
implicit in Java and C# although C# suggests that the ‘new’ keyword be applied to 
the modified method. The method in the super class can be invoked by the use of a
keyword (e.g.  in  c# - base.toString()  and  in  java  - super.toString()  )

Example  C#  -  inheritance concepts 
 
// super class or base class 
 
class Album        { 
    //attributes 
        int   stockNo; 
        string  artistName; 
        string  albumName; 
        double price; 
        int   qtyInStock;  
      
    //constructors  :  example of overloading – same name / different signatures 
        public Album()   
        { 
            StockNo =0; 
            ArtistName =""; 
            AlbumName =""; 
            Price =0; 
            QtyInStock =0; 
        } 
 
        public Album(int stockNo, string artistName,string  albumName,double price, 
int qtyInStock) 
        { 
            StockNo = stockNo; 
            ArtistName = artistName; 
            AlbumName = albumName; 
            Price  = price; 
            QtyInStock = qtyInStock; 
        } 
 
       //properties 
        public int StockNo 
        { 
            get { return stockNo; } 
            set { stockNo = value; } 
        } 
        public string ArtistName 
        { 
            get { return artistName; } 
            set { artistName = value; } 
        } 
        public string AlbumName 
        { 
            get { return albumName; } 
            set { albumName = value; } 
        } 
        public int QtyInStock 
        { 
            get { return qtyInStock; } 
            set { qtyInStock = value; } 
        } 
        public double Price 
        { 

            get { return price; } 
            set { price = value; } 
        } 
       
    //methods 
        public void increaseStock(int qty) 
        { 
            this.qtyInStock += qty; 
        } 
 
        public String toString() 
        { 
            return String.Format("  {0} by {1} playing {2} costs  {3:0.00}", 
stockNo,artistName, albumName, price); 
        } 
 
    } 
 
 
// Derived class 
 
class SpecialAlbum : Album 
    { 
        int noDiscs; 
        float discountRate; 
       
        public  SpecialAlbum(): base() 
        { 
            noDiscs =0; 
            discountRate= 0; 
        } 
 
        public SpecialAlbum(int stockNo, string artistName, string albumName, double 
price, int qtyInStock, int noDiscs, float discountRate) 
            : base(stockNo, artistName, albumName, price,  qtyInStock) 
   // pass relevant arguments on to superclass  
        { 
            NoDiscs = noDiscs; 
            DiscountRate = discountRate; 
        } 
        public float DiscountRate               // Properties of fields  
        { 
            get { return discountRate; } 
            set { discountRate = value; } 
        } 
 
        public int NoDiscs 
        { 
            get {return noDiscs;} 
            set {noDiscs = value;} 
        } 
 
        new public String toString()  //  overrides toString() in super class 
        { // NB can invoke toString()  in the superclass   -  base.toString() 
 
           return String.Format(" Special Album {0}  has {1}  discs and a discount 
rate of {2:0.00}%", base.toString(), noDiscs, discountRate ); 
              
        }   
    } 
 



            get { return price; } 
            set { price = value; } 
        } 
       
    //methods 
        public void increaseStock(int qty) 
        { 
            this.qtyInStock += qty; 
        } 
 
        public String toString() 
        { 
            return String.Format("  {0} by {1} playing {2} costs  {3:0.00}", 
stockNo,artistName, albumName, price); 
        } 
 
    } 
 
 
// Derived class 
 
class SpecialAlbum : Album 
    { 
        int noDiscs; 
        float discountRate; 
       
        public  SpecialAlbum(): base() 
        { 
            noDiscs =0; 
            discountRate= 0; 
        } 
 
        public SpecialAlbum(int stockNo, string artistName, string albumName, double 
price, int qtyInStock, int noDiscs, float discountRate) 
            : base(stockNo, artistName, albumName, price,  qtyInStock) 
   // pass relevant arguments on to superclass  
        { 
            NoDiscs = noDiscs; 
            DiscountRate = discountRate; 
        } 
        public float DiscountRate               // Properties of fields  
        { 
            get { return discountRate; } 
            set { discountRate = value; } 
        } 
 
        public int NoDiscs 
        { 
            get {return noDiscs;} 
            set {noDiscs = value;} 
        } 
 
        new public String toString()  //  overrides toString() in super class 
        { // NB can invoke toString()  in the superclass   -  base.toString() 
 
           return String.Format(" Special Album {0}  has {1}  discs and a discount 
rate of {2:0.00}%", base.toString(), noDiscs, discountRate ); 
              
        }   
    } 
 

Encapsulation
Encapsulation is the technique of safeguarding fields, and 
the functionality of a class, by controlling the  visibility 
through the access modifiers –private, public and 
protected. 

If a field is declared private, it can only be accessed inside 
the class, thereby hiding the fields within the class.  Access 
to the fields is via public methods where modifications can 
be controlled and fields set as read-only or write-only if 
appropriate. 

Where the visibility is set to protected the sub classes have 
direct access to the data and can make modifications.  
The functionality of the class is defined by its methods. 

These methods allow access to other classes by use of the 
keyword public. Methods can also have high protection 
through the private keyword meaning they can only be 
used within the class.  

Encapsulation prevents the functionality and data being 
randomly accessed by code outside the class. Access to the 
data and code is tightly controlled. Encapsulation gives 
maintainability, flexibility and extensibility to code.

Benefits of Encapsulation:
• The fields of a class can be accessed as read-only or 

write-only.
• A class can have total control over what is stored in 

its fields.
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• The users of a class do not know how the class stores 
its data. A class can change the data type of a field, 
and users of the class do not need to change any of 
their code.

Polymorphism
Another primary concept of Object-Oriented Programming 
is Polymorphism. It allows you to invoke sub class methods 
through a super class reference during run-time. An array, 
of the super type, can be formed of objects of various sub 
class types and invoke each of their relevant methods. i.e. 
if they all share the same method name, the appropriate 
method of each object can be invoked. This is implicit in 
java and achieved in C# by the use of ‘virtual’ in the super 
class and ‘override’ in the sub class.

Eg Employee[]  emps  =  new Employee[20];

 emps[0]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 1000, “John”,  “Green”,  18, 45.75);

 emps[1]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 1000, “Mary”,  “Brown”,  6,  

150.00);

 emps[2]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1000, “Peter”,  “Smith”,  43275.00);

 
These concepts are demonstrated below:

 
 
 
These concepts are demonstrated below: 
 
 
class Employee //super class has virtual methods  toString() and weeklyCost() 
    { 
        string forename, surname; 
        int employeeNo; 
 
        public Employee(int employeeNo, string forename, string surname) 
        { 
            EmployeeNo = employeeNo; 
            Forename = forename; 
            Surname = surname; 
        } 
 
        public int EmployeeNo 
        { 
            get { return employeeNo; } 
            set { employeeNo = value; } 
        } 
        public string Forename 
        { 
            get { return forename; } 
            set { forename = value; } 
        } 
        public string Surname 
        { 
            get { return surname; } 
            set { surname = value; } 
        } 
 
        public virtual string toString() 
        { 
            return String.Format(" Employee No.  {0},    {1} {2} ",employeeNo, forename, surname); 
        } 
 
        public virtual double weeklyCost() 
        { 
            return 0; 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
 
 
class ContractEmployee : Employee  // sub class overrides virtual methods 
    { 
        int noOfHours; 
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These concepts are demonstrated below: 
 
 
class Employee //super class has virtual methods  toString() and weeklyCost() 
    { 
        string forename, surname; 
        int employeeNo; 
 
        public Employee(int employeeNo, string forename, string surname) 
        { 
            EmployeeNo = employeeNo; 
            Forename = forename; 
            Surname = surname; 
        } 
 
        public int EmployeeNo 
        { 
            get { return employeeNo; } 
            set { employeeNo = value; } 
        } 
        public string Forename 
        { 
            get { return forename; } 
            set { forename = value; } 
        } 
        public string Surname 
        { 
            get { return surname; } 
            set { surname = value; } 
        } 
 
        public virtual string toString() 
        { 
            return String.Format(" Employee No.  {0},    {1} {2} ",employeeNo, forename, surname); 
        } 
 
        public virtual double weeklyCost() 
        { 
            return 0; 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
 
 
class ContractEmployee : Employee  // sub class overrides virtual methods 
    { 
        int noOfHours; 

        double hourlyRate; 
 
        public ContractEmployee(int employeeNo, string forename, string surname, int noOfHours, 
double hourlyRate ) 
            :base(employeeNo, forename, surname) 
        { 
            NoOfHours = noOfHours; 
            HourlyRate = hourlyRate; 
             
        } 
 
        public int NoOfHours 
        { 
            get { return noOfHours; } 
            set { noOfHours = value; } 
        } 
        public double HourlyRate 
        { 
            get { return hourlyRate; } 
            set { hourlyRate = value; } 
        } 
        
// following methods will be invoked for contract employees by late binding 
 
        public override string toString() 
        { 
            return String.Format("{0}  works {1} hours @ rate {2:0.00} ",base.toString(), noOfHours, 
hourlyRate); 
        } 
 
        public override double weeklyCost()             
       { 
           return (noOfHours * hourlyRate);  
        } 
    } 
 
 
class FullTimeEmployee : Employee  // sub class overrides virtual methods 
    { 
        double salary; 
 
        public FullTimeEmployee(int employeeNo, string forename, string surname, double salary) 
            :base(employeeNo, forename, surname) 
        { 
            Salary = salary; 
        } 
 
        public double Salary 
        { 
            get { return salary; } 
            set { salary = value; } 
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        double hourlyRate; 
 
        public ContractEmployee(int employeeNo, string forename, string surname, int noOfHours, 
double hourlyRate ) 
            :base(employeeNo, forename, surname) 
        { 
            NoOfHours = noOfHours; 
            HourlyRate = hourlyRate; 
             
        } 
 
        public int NoOfHours 
        { 
            get { return noOfHours; } 
            set { noOfHours = value; } 
        } 
        public double HourlyRate 
        { 
            get { return hourlyRate; } 
            set { hourlyRate = value; } 
        } 
        
// following methods will be invoked for contract employees by late binding 
 
        public override string toString() 
        { 
            return String.Format("{0}  works {1} hours @ rate {2:0.00} ",base.toString(), noOfHours, 
hourlyRate); 
        } 
 
        public override double weeklyCost()             
       { 
           return (noOfHours * hourlyRate);  
        } 
    } 
 
 
class FullTimeEmployee : Employee  // sub class overrides virtual methods 
    { 
        double salary; 
 
        public FullTimeEmployee(int employeeNo, string forename, string surname, double salary) 
            :base(employeeNo, forename, surname) 
        { 
            Salary = salary; 
        } 
 
        public double Salary 
        { 
            get { return salary; } 
            set { salary = value; } 
        } 
        
// following methods will be invoked for fulltime employees by late binding 
 
        public override string toString() 
        { 
            return String.Format("{0} has salary: {1:0.00}  ",base.toString(), salary); 
        } 
 
        public override double weeklyCost()             { 
            return (salary / 52);  
        } 
    } 
// the following program instantiates an array of objects using polymorphism 
 
class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
// Array is created with base class type containing employees from sub class types  
            Employee[]  emps  =  new Employee[20]; 
            int size=0; 
         
            size = fillArray(emps, size); 
            displayDetails(emps, size); 
 
            Console.ReadLine(); 
        } 
 
        static void displayDetails(Employee[] emps, int size) 
        { 
            double weekCost = 0; 
 
            Console.WriteLine("\t\t\t\tEmployee Details\n\n"); 
            
            for (int x = 0; x < size; x++) 
            { 
   // late binding will invoke relevant methods 
                Console.WriteLine("\n\t"+ emps[x].toString()); 
                weekCost += emps[x].weeklyCost(); 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("\n\n\t\t Total weekly cost {0:0.00}", weekCost); 
        } 
         
        static int fillArray(Employee[] emps, int size) 
        { 
                 emps[0]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 2000, "John",  "Green",  18, 45.75); 
                 emps[1]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 2001, "Mary",  "Brown",  6,  150.00); 
    emps[2]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1000, "Peter",  "Smith",  43275.00); 
    emps[3]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 2004, "Anna",  "Doherty",  10,  50.00); 
    emps[4]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1002, "John",  "Moore",  35000.00); 
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    emps[5]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1003, "Richard",  "Lowe",  27500.00); 
                  emps[6]   =  new    Employee(5008, "Rachel", "Brown"); 
                 size=7; 
                return size; 
        } 
    } 
 
 
Abstraction

An abstract class is one that cannot be instantiated but serves as a class definition 
for derivation. Members that are defined as abstract within an abstract class must be 
implemented by a sub class. The use of abstract classes allows designers to ensure 
that derived classes will be properly defined.

Abstract Classes versus Interfaces

Unlike interfaces, abstract classes can contain fields that are not static and final, and 
they can contain implemented methods. Such abstract classes are similar to 
interfaces, except that they provide a partial implementation, leaving it to sub classes 
to complete the implementation. If an abstract class contains only abstract method 
declarations, it should be declared as an interface instead.

Multiple interfaces can be implemented by classes anywhere in the class hierarchy, 
whether or not they are related to one another in any way. For example Comparable.

A single abstract class is sub-classed by similar classes that have a lot in common 
(the implemented parts of the abstract class), but also have some differences (the 
abstract methods).

Following is an example of the Employee class as an abstract class which also 
defines an abstract property WeeklyCost. This property must be defined by 
sub classes.

abstract class Employee 
    { 
        string forename, surname; 
        int employeeNo; 
 
        protected double weeklyCost = -1;     //dummy initialisation for abstract property  WeeklyCost     
 
 …..  // as before 
 …… 
 ….. 
 
         public abstract double WeeklyCost  // Property method is abstract 
        { 
            get; 
        } 

Abstraction
An abstract class is one that cannot be instantiated but 
serves as a class definition for derivation. Members that 
are defined as abstract within an abstract class must be 
implemented by a sub class. The use of abstract classes 
allows designers to ensure that derived classes will be 
properly defined.

Abstract Classes versus Interfaces
Unlike interfaces, abstract classes can contain fields that 
are not static and final, and they can contain implemented 
methods. Such abstract classes are similar to interfaces, 
except that they provide a partial implementation, leaving 
it to sub classes to complete the implementation. If an 
abstract class contains only abstract method declarations, it 
should be declared as an interface instead.

    emps[5]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1003, "Richard",  "Lowe",  27500.00); 
                  emps[6]   =  new    Employee(5008, "Rachel", "Brown"); 
                 size=7; 
                return size; 
        } 
    } 
 
 
Abstraction

An abstract class is one that cannot be instantiated but serves as a class definition 
for derivation. Members that are defined as abstract within an abstract class must be 
implemented by a sub class. The use of abstract classes allows designers to ensure 
that derived classes will be properly defined.

Abstract Classes versus Interfaces

Unlike interfaces, abstract classes can contain fields that are not static and final, and 
they can contain implemented methods. Such abstract classes are similar to 
interfaces, except that they provide a partial implementation, leaving it to sub classes 
to complete the implementation. If an abstract class contains only abstract method 
declarations, it should be declared as an interface instead.

Multiple interfaces can be implemented by classes anywhere in the class hierarchy, 
whether or not they are related to one another in any way. For example Comparable.

A single abstract class is sub-classed by similar classes that have a lot in common 
(the implemented parts of the abstract class), but also have some differences (the 
abstract methods).

Following is an example of the Employee class as an abstract class which also 
defines an abstract property WeeklyCost. This property must be defined by 
sub classes.

abstract class Employee 
    { 
        string forename, surname; 
        int employeeNo; 
 
        protected double weeklyCost = -1;     //dummy initialisation for abstract property  WeeklyCost     
 
 …..  // as before 
 …… 
 ….. 
 
         public abstract double WeeklyCost  // Property method is abstract 
        { 
            get; 
        } 

Multiple interfaces can be implemented by classes 
anywhere in the class hierarchy, whether or not they are 
related to one another in any way. For example Comparable.
A single abstract class is sub-classed by similar classes 
that have a lot in common (the implemented parts of the 
abstract class), but also have some differences (the abstract 
methods).

The following is an example of the Employee class as an 
abstract class which also defines an abstract property 
WeeklyCost. This property must be defined by sub 
classes.

    } 
 
class ContractEmployee : Employee 
    { 
         …. // As before 

… 
        public override double WeeklyCost     // Property method must be defined 
        { 
            get { return (noOfHours * hourlyRate); } 
        } 
    } 
class FullTimeEmployee : Employee 
    { 
        …. // As before 

… 
  
        public override double WeeklyCost     // method will be invoked for fulltime employees by late 
binding 
        { 
            get { return (salary / 52); } 
        } 
    } 
   
 
class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            …. //as before 
        } 
 
        static void displayDetails(Employee[] emps, int size) 
        { 
            double weekCost = 0; 
            Console.WriteLine("\t\t\t\tEmployee Details\n\n"); 
            
            for (int x = 0; x < size; x++) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("\n\t"+ emps[x].toString()); 
                weekCost += emps[x].WeeklyCost; 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("\n\n\t\t Total weekly cost {0:0.00}", weekCost); 
        } 
         
        static int fillArray(Employee[] emps, int size) 
        { 
           emps[0]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 2000, "John",  "Green",  18, 45.75); 
                emps[1]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 2001, "Mary",  "Brown",  6,  150.00); 
  emps[2]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1000, "Peter",  "Smith",  43275.00); 
   emps[3]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 2004, "Anna",  "Doherty",  10,  50.00); 
   emps[4]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1002, "John",  "Moore",  35000.00); 
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    } 
 
class ContractEmployee : Employee 
    { 
         …. // As before 

… 
        public override double WeeklyCost     // Property method must be defined 
        { 
            get { return (noOfHours * hourlyRate); } 
        } 
    } 
class FullTimeEmployee : Employee 
    { 
        …. // As before 

… 
  
        public override double WeeklyCost     // method will be invoked for fulltime employees by late 
binding 
        { 
            get { return (salary / 52); } 
        } 
    } 
   
 
class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            …. //as before 
        } 
 
        static void displayDetails(Employee[] emps, int size) 
        { 
            double weekCost = 0; 
            Console.WriteLine("\t\t\t\tEmployee Details\n\n"); 
            
            for (int x = 0; x < size; x++) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("\n\t"+ emps[x].toString()); 
                weekCost += emps[x].WeeklyCost; 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("\n\n\t\t Total weekly cost {0:0.00}", weekCost); 
        } 
         
        static int fillArray(Employee[] emps, int size) 
        { 
           emps[0]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 2000, "John",  "Green",  18, 45.75); 
                emps[1]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 2001, "Mary",  "Brown",  6,  150.00); 
  emps[2]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1000, "Peter",  "Smith",  43275.00); 
   emps[3]   =  new   ContractEmployee( 2004, "Anna",  "Doherty",  10,  50.00); 
   emps[4]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1002, "John",  "Moore",  35000.00); 

    emps[5]   =  new   FullTimeEmployee( 1003, "Richard",  "Lowe",  27500.00); 
            //emps[6]   =  new    Employee(5008, "Rachel", "Brown");  
            // cannot instantiate from abstract class Employee 
            size=6; 
            return size; 
        } 
    } 
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QUESTIONS

Q1 Which of the following statements is not true for 
Inheritance in C# and Java?
a. Private members of the superclass are not 

inherited by the subclass and can only be indirectly 
accessed.

b. Protected members can be modified by the 
subclasses directly.

c. Since constructors and initializer blocks are not 
members of a class, they are not inherited by a 
subclass.

d. A subclass can extend multiple superclasses.

Q2 If a super class contains a method   myWork(), and 
a derived class does not contain a method with this 
name, an object of the derived class cannot access 
myWork().
a. True
b. False

Q3 Which of the following statements should be added 
to the subroutine displayResult( ) if the C# code 
snippet given below is to output   7   21? 

 class MyNumber
 {
      protected      int   no =   21;
 }

 class Numbers :  MyNumber 
 {
      int   no  =   7; 

        public void displayResult()
       {
             //      Add statement here      
       } 
}
}
a. Console.WriteLine(base.no+ “ “ + i);
b. Console.WriteLine(mybase.i + “ “ + i);
c. Console.WriteLine(i + “ “ + mybase.i);
d. Console.WriteLine(i + “ “ + this.i);

Q4 Consider the following two classes:
 public class Vehicle {
 int noDoors;
 int noWheels;

    public Vehicle() {
 NoDoors = 0;

 NoWheels = 0;
    }
    public Vehicle(int noDoors, int noWheels) {
 NoDoors = noDoors;
 NoWheels = noWheels;
    }
    public virtual void methodTwo(int no){
    }
    public void toString() {
     return String.format(“ {0} doors and {1} wheels”, noDoors, 
noWheels);
    }
    
}

public class Bus : Vehicle {
    Boolean double-decker;
    public Vehicle(int noDoors, int noWheels) {
 NoDoors = noDoors;
 NoWheels = noWheels;
    }
    
    public override void methodTwo(intno) {
    }
    public new void toString() {
 string s = String.format(“ Bus {0} has ”, base.
toString());
 if(double-decker)
  return “DoubleDecker “ + s;
 else
         return  s;
    }   
}

a. Which method overrides a method in the 
superclass?

b. Which method hides a method in the superclass?
c. Which method is overloaded?

Q5  As part of an application for a publication company, 
software is required to manage the sale of books and 
CDs. This requires the collection of details about the 
publication including the title, price and for a book, 
the number of pages or for a cd the playing time.

Using inheritance create the class structure to allow a 
software developer to create objects of class Book or CD. 
Ensure creation of appropriate constructors and Properties.

Activities

Publication
Publication Title       :string
Price of Publication :double

Book
No of Pages  : int

Tape
Length of Playing Time : double
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